The prediction of cleavage sites in the polyprotein derived from the genomic sequence of Longan witches' broomassociated virus (LWBaV), as depicted in Fig. 1C of the article by Seo and colleagues [1] , contains a site which does not comply with the standard consensus for the NIaPro mediated processing of potyvirus mature gene products [2] . As already mentioned by authors in the text, the site proposed for the cleavage at the NIb/CP junction is located close to another possible site, which could lead to a slightly larger CP with a N-terminal sequence starting with the residues AGEMTD…, and a predicted size of 311 amino acids. Until further experimental evidence can be provided, the annotation of the CP of LWBaV should preferably be derived from the predicted standard processing event (LVIETQ/AG) at position 2775 in the viral polyprotein.
In addition, the numbering corresponding to the position for the P1/HC-Pro cleavage site (EPITYY/SG) in the same Fig. 1C should be corrected to 396. The predicted sizes of the two first gene products of LWBaV should be 396 and 456 amino acids for P1 and HC-Pro, respectively.
